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Tlio analogy which esdLcto bctxreen water flowing with a free surface 

in a smooth bottomed rectangular channel and tho iseatropic How of a 

compressible goo in two dimensions kao been knoun for approximately 

fbrty years* * This analog/ is usually celled the lydraulic Analogy* 

In the post* the analogy has been used to study ouch problems as 

the pressure end velocity disfesdbitfclona in e geo flowing about such two 
i 

dimensional objects as cylinders ©ad wedges*** ttoot of this work has 

been done at simulated gas flow velocities which were below the ve¬ 

locity of sound. Sane work has been done, however* on the study of 

£Lov about small angled wedges at gas velocities greater than that of 

1.4 
sound* 9 . These endeavors indicate that only by a proper combination 

of experimental teeJml<$ae end method of analysis of the experimental 

data can useful results be.obtained from the analogy* 

One of the major problems in aircraft design which arises when 

flight speeda become supersonic (that is* greater than the velocity of 

sound) is that of induction system design Sbr the propulsion units* 

l&en* in recent years* airplanes first began to fly at these supersonic 

speeds* it became apparent that larger performance gains could be 

obtained by improvi/Jg the ram recovery of the Induction system* By 

ram recovery is meant the ratio of the total pressure after the induc¬ 

tion process to the total pressure of the free stream* A second con- 

oideratioa in the induction system problem which also becomes very 
* • * ‘ 

important in the supersonic speed range is the increased aerodynamic 
* ' ■ 

■» Superscripts refer to references listed in the Bibliography on 
Pages kl cad 42* 



drag t/bieh often results vhca an efficient design of the induction 

eye tan. is Eado on the basis of res TOO. ovary alone* la order to achieve 

the highest possible speed, it ia therefore necessary to consider this 

drag in the design of the induction system. 

2t is the purpose of this study to investigate the application 

of the ijydraulie analogy to the otudy of induction system dealer for 

supersonic aircraft. Theca Induction oysters ere usually referred to 

eo Guperce&ie inlets. This nomenclature will therefore be uoed in the 

following discussion. Due primarily to the difficulty of correctly 

obtaining the drag of the various inlet configurations, it was decided 

that en inlet x?klch hao no dreg would ha used fbr this work. in order 

to further simplify the prediction of the theoretical flow pattern end, 

to TO extent, the pressure end velocity distributions, it was further 

decided to use a simple tiro-dimeaslonal t?edge inlet as shown cchsoati* 

colly in Figure 5. 2h this inlet, the flow ia deflected through tiro 

equal eagles as seen in Figure 5 by the dashed lines marked os stream-* 

lines. This inlet will he discussed in detail ia a later section. 

Since ‘the hydraulic analogy has previously boon applied only to 

the supersonic flow about small angled vedgoo (? « 9 deg.), an inves¬ 

tigation was first carried out to datendna the extent to which the 

analogy is valid fbr larger vodgo angles. The analogy woo then applied 

to the inlet configuration ehcran la Figure 5» Since this inlet la cyn- 

metric about its centerline, only half of it was studied. Both quaatl-* 

tative end qualitative results vroro compared with the corresponding 

air flow. 
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Tho classical hydraulic ecology ccn TIG obtained by comparing tho 

equations which govern tho flow of an incompressible luviscid liquid 

xdtli a free surface to those which Govern the ioeatropic Hot/ of a com¬ 

pressible gas la two dicenslono. A complete coaparicon of tho analo¬ 

gous relations is given in Sable X of tho Appendix. Fran a comparison 

of the potential equations* tho velocity of propagation of a oadl 

free surfaca (gravity TTUVO In the liquid flow is seen to be analogous to 

tlio propagation velocity of a small dloturbcnso in air (velocity of 

Bound)* SIMlarly* frem a comparison of the continuity end energy 

equations* it Can further bo found that the specific boat ratio (It) 

fbr the gas which lo analogous to the liquid flow must be 2.0* 

Xf the analogy is applied to osrodynsnic problems* several fuada- 

cental licitetiono fcecoce apparent. The ibrccoot lo tho feet that tho 

specific heat ratio (h) for air is 1.4 rather than 2* Other limita¬ 

tions also exist duo to the assumptions cade in the development of the 

analogy* These aesusptioas include the neglectlon of all vertical 

velocities and accelerations in the licpid flow end that the flow in 

each case Is inviscid* She fact that tho classical analogy Is re¬ 

stricted. to isentsopic flaw can be obtained Ssxm tho following conoid* 

orations* 2f the flow is adiabatic* but cot iseatwpie* tho total 

ta^cruturo is constant end the total pressure decreases. Sicca both 

the teespeieturo and tho presouro cro analogous to the height of tho 

flee surface in tho liquid flov according to tho classical analogy* 

this condition cannot bo satisfied • Therefore tho classical analogy 



cennot 1xj used tmlccG the flow io icentropic. 

Consider the Slow of ofcallow cater trith & free curface olcns a 

£lat*dottcsed channel. lot the flotr encounter a vo0&3 viib one cldo 

parallel to the original fXcru direction and the other at en tangle 8 

■with the £Lov. Shis £Lovr situation is chom cdieaaticaily in the 

follm&Dg {sketch* ao vierued frees above. 

If the flov velocity (v^) before the vedge ID larger than the propaga* 

tion velocity of the disturbance* a trave caused by the disturbance 

will bo forced ao Dlxnm above* caking m WQlo 0 relative to the 

initial Slov direction. Since there is no characteriGtic length iti« 

volved* each otroraaliaouill be parallel to the cno at the vail and vill 

chons© direction when passing through the \?ave. Tho continuity equa» 

tion therefore requires that the height IIQ after the %?ave be constant. 

She height ratio hg/h^ trill thus have a unique value* Shic ratio 03 

veil as the vava angle 0 ore uniquely detenained by the Froude sss> 

her end the deflection angle 8 of the vedgs. ©so Fsoude nmber io 

defined as the ratio of the flov velocity to the local prorogation 
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velocity o? asuall t/aves* This relation is git'en in Equation 1* 

(1) pl* 

V1 

\f5* 

Vj_ « Hot/ velocity ■ 
g « acceleration of gravity 

h^ o local water } wight 

If we consider the supersonic (faster than sound) flow in two di¬ 

mensions of air past a similar wedge, exactly the camo Hot/ situation 

trill 1>e obtained os for tlio case of the shallot/ rater flow* qualita¬ 

tively speaking* The rave which is formed in air is colled a shock 

rave* Sho wave angle can he determined from the deflection angle and 

the 2-Sesch maber* The Jiuch number is defined os the ratio of the Hot/ 

velocity to the velocity of sound* This relation 1$ given in Equa¬ 

tion 2* 

(a) % 
NjkEZi' 

k « specific heat ratio 

R a specific gas constant 
T a static temperature of the gas 

Tv. From the equations which govern the two above situations# Equa¬ 

tion 3# ebora below# can bo obtained by setting the height ratio 

(k^/kl) equal to the density ratio (PZ/P±) Qhd eliminating the rave 

cad deflection angles*^ 

(3) 

A graphical presentation of this equation is given in Figure 1 of the 

Appendix* From this figure it can be seen that if the Fronde cod 

Kaeh numbers are to bo analogous (i*o*# F^/M^ » l), then the rater flow 

must be considered analogous to the flow of a gas with a specific heat 
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ratio (is) obtained fren Equation 3» The value of h will thus vary 

with the density or height ratio. If, on teo other hand.* vo wish tlio 

roust alloy an inequality between the initial Mach and Fronde numbers* 

From Figure 1, this means a maximum difference of teal per cent over 

tea range of density ratios from 1 to 5* Eeaoonably accurate corre¬ 

lation should therefore be obtained expeadiaentally for the case of 

noa-ioentropic flows simply by comparing only the density ratio of 

tee air flow with the height ratio of the water flow and by using a 

codified Froudo umber* 

The -becipcraturo and pressure ratios oa the other hand oro no 

longer analogous end mot bo calculated using the density ratio in 

6 
their respective gm orations, fhese equations are given in 

Equations 4 and % 

2a considering the application of the analogy to the study of 

flow problaaa, the question arises os whether to rise a stationary or 

coving csodel. Each of those methods has its ova advantages cad dis¬ 

advantages depending on the nature of the model end the type of 

results which arc being sought* Generally, trator heights ore diffi¬ 

cult to determine for the coving raodel method, and the boundary layer 

oa the floor of the charnel introduces meny complications la the fixed 

water flow to be analogous to the flow of tee air (k => 1.4), then wo 

(5) 



raodol nuatfcod. •f'm else of the aode1 must csloo to deteiTalncd Sfcaa a 

consideration of the effects of surface tension and "bouadasy layer 

effects on the vava fbsmtion. Another important requirement la tlw 

use of a voter depth vh&eh trill cause the propagation speed of oil 

VC.VQ3 to t>a egtal'to the Ideal value of \| gfc' • Sbr vater, this 
5 retires a constant height of approidsoatoly 0.25 inches. 
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Sue primary function of a supersonic inlet io to supply air to 

the propulsive unit of ea aircraft flying at a speed greater than that 

of cound* ficn/over* in general, the inlet oust ouggdy the air at a 

speed vhieh is vmh leas than the epeed of sound* Uhls retires that 

the air he eanrorecaed (l*e«, doved Com) by the islet in the indention 

process* Since any eaej^y tMch io loot in this process zsnot appear 

ao dreg on the aircraft, this process oust occur ao efficiently ao 

poosihOLo* Shis io ec^dvaXcsfc to eaying that the inlet process oust 

occur ^Tith a reiato«a logo in total pressure* She total pressure la 

defined m the mss of the static end dyaranio pressures* Shio relation 

io given bdw in Egjissticn 6* 

P0 a total pressure 
p » static pressure 

W V**£*|^ p —density 

• v o £iov velocity 

iherefbre^ the ratio of the total pressure after the inlot process to 

the total pressure of ths free etresa trill represent the efficiency 

of* the inlet* This ratio io called tha total pressure recovery* 

She oisrplost type of supersonic inlet is obtained Xrj reversing 

an ideal Laval rossle* Such an inlet is Ghana ocljcsoatdcally in 

Figaro 2* This typo of inlet is referred to ao a fall internal cos- 
/• 

praooion inlet* It is capable of giving good pressure recovery even 

trhan operating at very high supersonic spce&o as loco ao It do operating 

at its design values of speed ml isaes flow rate* However, it gives 

very poor recovery at off design opecdo or flow rates* Sieco its 
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exteznal curfacea oro parallel to the free stT/ecza* this inlet configu¬ 

ration does not produce aay external drag when operating at doslcpa 

Conditions. It 1G Idierccfore 'beet suited to high speed olrcitsft \/fcich 

operate at nearly const cat speeds. 

A second type of inlet lo the full external compression Inlet. A 

staple inlet of this type Is shown schematically In Figure 3» Toe can- 

precolon fraa supersonic to subsonic speeds Is ecccsgUsbcd by neons of 

external shock waves. These inlets are usually either two-dtaensional 

or axially cycmfcyie. The goaraetsy of the staple typo otoot la Figure 3 

is defined by the cone or wedge angle and the design fcfech number* These 

two values dictate the reused cod lip position as shown in Figure 3* 

This type of Inlet gives good recovery in the loir supersonic range 

(M a 1.4 to M o 2.0). Its outstanding feature is that the recovery 

does sot decrease at speeds and flow rates below the design values* 

This lo due to the fact that the shock waves are all external. This 

type of inlet has the disadvantage* however* of having a larger external 

drag due to the chock wave produced by the cowl lip* This drag becomes 

very largo for Stock nuabora greater than 2. ibis configuration is 

therefore best suited to aircraft which operate at various speeds up 

to i-Sach masher 2. / .. 

A third typo of inlet can bo used when a fixed geoaotscy inlet 

which will operate efficiently over a wider range of l&ck numbers is 

required. It is colled a partial internal *» partial cscternal inlet 

because part of the supersonic caaprosslon occurs externally end port 

iatoraally. A otapla inlet of this type is shown schematically in 

Figure 3* This inlet typo has the basic characteristics of each of 
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ilia two previously cautioned typos* Kio cccMnatioa of those charac¬ 

teristics Erect to node GO as to hoot pcrfbm the required function* 

53io resulting coiiflcuratlon thorcfbro depends on these rcquiiXEtcato* 

TFov the purpose of this atnsdy* a simple inlet constructed essen¬ 

tially ap shown la Figure 3 woo chocon. fcia configuration has the* 

e&vsatage of being eaal3y constructed* ALGO* It incorporates moot of 

the features of each typo of inlet* A cowl lip which vao parallel to 

the free stroera was used to eliminate external drag considerations* 

She reason ibr the third chock wave shorn in Figure 5 cot being norm! 

to the flow direction is that* disc to stability considerations* the 

minima eross-sectional area mot 1^3 greater than Use ideal value so as 

to pass the required flow sate* 2hia condition requires that an expan¬ 

sion take place in the region prior to the intersection of the shock 

wave fson the cowl lip at point a la Figure 5* Stability require- 

meats also require that this shock wave frcsa the cowl lip mot be 

reflected frcci the upper surface at point a. 
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Tho basic water table vao of the fixed model type and consisted 

of tho fallowing: aa open rectangular chaaool tp contain the £1QV, 

a means of obtaining a variable height « variable velocity water flow 

which was constant across tho channel, and a Boons of measuring tho 

depth of the water at any location. 

The floor of the channel was farmed by a k X 10 feet gloss plate 

which was leveled around its perimeter to within £ 0.005 inches. The 

mxxSiawn sag at the center was 0*015 inches, The table could be tilted 

up or down in the direction of the flow by means of screws which 

were located at the dmmatreesa end of the supporting structure. In 

order to obtain a vslfom velocity across the dismal, a ot©prescor 

gate was used* She complete flow situation is shown schematically in 

Figure 6. The primary suppressor gate could bo adjusted to provide a 

water depth up to a inches. tilth a given height, the Slow rate could 

be varied to obtain the desired velocity in the test section. Frou&e 

numbers up to approsSmately seven could be obtained from this arrange** 

meat. An cocdllasy suppressor gate was used to control the bach 

pressure on the model. • 

Height JBcaaureeieats of tho free surfheo were obtained by means 

of a simple pointed psobe iMeh was attached to a dial indicator* 

52iio apparatus was transported by a carriage which coved on radio that 

wore mounted above the table. 

The model vm constructed of two 4 X inch strips of polyethe¬ 

lene* They were attached to support brockets on the sides of tho 
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channel, to inlet configuration of tho type ebown in Figure 5 was 

selected for purpoGoo of this study* It was selected for the follow¬ 

ing reasons; it io oinplo to construct, it incorporates most of the 

basic features of each of the other types, end it ropreseatG very 

nearly the inlet configurations which are in current use* This con¬ 

figuration also has the odvontago of providing an e:dt flow which io 

.parallel to tho free stream direction* Since it io syaxtrle about 

its centerline, only half of the configuration was used*. Tho model 

was constructed 00 that the initial deflection angle could bo varied 

frees 10 to 25 degrees* The straight wall which formed tho lip of the 

inlet could also bo varied so os to have.the correct.position for 

each value of the initial deflection eagle 8^. The . entire curved 

portion of tho contour could also bo varied*. Tho complete model con 

bo seen in ligiaro 11* 1.*.. ... .... 
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EXPSHIi^irrAL PROCEDURE 

The purpose of this experiment was to investigate the application 

of the hydraulic analogy to the study of supersonic inlets* Since the 

flow configuration to he studied consisted basically of three individ¬ 

ual shock waves, two oblique with respect to the flow cad one approxi¬ 

mately normal to it, it was first necessary to justify the assumption 

that the height ratio across a hydraulic dump In water is analogous 

to the density ratio for a similar shock wave in air as discussed 

earlier* Therefore, the normal end oblique shock vavea were investi¬ 

gated separately to determine if this assumption was correct* 

A normal shock wave (hydraulic Jump) was formed across the channel 

by means of the auxiliary suppressor gate shown in Figure 6 which 

Increased the pressure downstream of the primary suppressor gate* The 

shock wave was positioned about six inches downstream of the primary 

suppressor gate so that, the effect of the boundary layer on the floor 

of the channel would be small* The height of the free surface was 

measured before and after the shock for various initial Frou&e numbers* 

In all cases, the table was tilted down at various eagles from 0 to 

3 degrees} the results of those tests are given in Figures 7 and Q* 

A single oblique shock wave was obtained by placing a polyethe¬ 

lene strip at the required angle to the flow direction* The apparatus 

end the resulting shock wave ere shown in Figure 10. Height measure¬ 

ments were made for Froudo numbers of 2, 3, and k for various deflec¬ 

tion angles Several readings were taken whenever results were 

not consistent. It was found that an average value for the water 



height behind tho shoe!; wave could bo obtained by •halting the measure¬ 

ment nidwoy between the sheet wave and the nail. For oil oblique 

tests* tho table was tilted at on angle which caused the i;aVQ eagle 

to correspond to the calculated value ibr air* This tilting woo 

necessary in order to compensate ibr tho boundary layer effects on 

the floor of tho channel* This repaired approximately 2 degrees for 

moot of the pointo* She results of these tests are presented in 

Figure 9* 

The analogy was then applied to an inlet configuration of tho 

type shown in Figure 5 with various equal dcflecticn angles 0^ <=» Og* 

All toots were made at an initial Froude number of 3*0 and with the 

table tilted elenn GO that the initial shock vave had the correct wave 

eegie a2.* ^his Froudo number was chosen for two reasons* First* it 

gave tho closest agreement in Figure 9* Also* it represents the Mach 

nuaibor at which most of the present work on ialovo is being done* A 

total of three sets of data was token* 

The first sot of data was taken using on initial water height of 

0*50 inches* The energy equation for tho voter Hot; can be written 

either in tho form of Equation 7 or 0* 

(7) 

(S) ^,1 * fciti4(?i)2l 

hoi * initial total head 
h^ *a initial water height 

g « ecceleratlon of gravity 

Substituting Fp » 3*0 card hi » 0*50 inches* gives a value of 2*75 

inches Sbr the initial total head* The flow rate for this first set 

of data was adjusted to a value which gave this reading of 2*75 inches 
r 

for the initial total head* A simple pitot tuba was used fbr this 
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purpose. The cccond sot of data was taken uoing ca Initial water 

height of 0.25 Inches• The flow rate was net at a value which gave 

02a average velocity across the channel which was determined for e 

Froude number of 3* The total head of the resulting flow was measured 

using the pitot tube end was found to be 1.78 inches* however, Equa- 

tion 8 gives a value of 1.36 inches using F^ » 

inches. An attempt was then made to run a third sot of tests at 

h0l « 1.36 inches, but it became obvious that this value was too low 

end gave incorrect results. Therefore, a third set of data voo taken 

using a flow rate which was approximately ten per cent loss than the 

calculated value in on attempt to obtain the correct initial Froude 

number. An initial height of 0.25 inches was also used for this set 

of toots. Tho results of these three sets of data ere shorn in 

Figures 12 and 13. 
In order to show the qualitative aspects of the analogy, .photo- 

graphs were taken of various flow patterns. These photographs ore 

shown in Figures 14 through 17* 

3*0 and h. a 0.25 
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Else data from the somal shock wave testa which is presented la 

Figure 7 shove that the height ratio compares veil uith tho density 

ratio for air over tbo complete range tested* However# if the results 

aro analysed acre carefully# two major discrepancies can be noted* 

The first is tbs dip in the data in the region from H » a to Ho 3 

oo seen in Figure 7* Thi3 error is due to the difference in the 

enactions which govern the voter end air £Sov« It can be eliminated . 

by using a modified Frauds number as discussed on ?oge 5 using 

Eqjiatlon 3. The effect of thia correction can be seen by casparing 

the data to the height ratios predicted by Reference 7* This cm- 

porisan is shown in Figure 8* Ikraever# when this correction is 

applied# another discrepancy appears in Figure 6 in the range % a 1 

to l<l « a* This error did not appear in Figure 7 because it has a 

canceling effect on tits first error* It is probably due to the larger 

boundary layer thickness on the floor of the channel for the lower 

flew velocities* These two errors therefore 'explain the experimental 

data very veil* . ' ‘ .. 

Tho results of the oblique Shock tests presented in Figure p are 

vexy good* The esipcsimental points are vithin 4 per cent of the 

theoretical values of vdVtP Setae difficulty was encountered# however# 

in obtaining consistent values for the high itech augers when the 

deflection angle vac greater than 1? degrees* This is not very impor¬ 

tant because the region in which this inconsistency occurred is sot 

often encountered in actual flow problems* it is felt that the reason 



for tlxo accurate correlation of height ratio to density Vos* thane 

chock v&vco was that the tvo errors aaatlosad previously la relation 

to the coraal shook waves hml an opposite alga sad approximately 

canceled each other in the region In which these tests vore run* The 

effect of surface tension on the vaveo obtained In these tests can he 

seen In HguroXQ near the leading edge of the polyethelene strip* 

As long as the model is largo, hovover, this effect is sot important* 

Another noa-ldsality which can he seen In this photograph In the fact 

that the wave is actually a group of waves• Since this group becomes 

larger as the sice of the nodal increases, there may he on optisnsa 

size sso&el which should he used* 

The complete flow pattern for the application of the caalogy to 

the inlot configuration is shown in Figure 11* The height ratios 

across each shock vavo are presented in Figure 12 iter the three sets 

of data taken* They are ccapared with the density ratios across each 

corresponding Shack wove of the ideal shock configuration obtained by 
d 

the Oevatitsch method# Xh trust he noted, however, that this shook 

configuration could not he obtained for en sir inlot end therefore 

Should not he considered as the expected results fbr air especially 

tar the third shock vew>* This la primarily due to the stability 

condition which dictates that m expansion must occur hefbrs the 

interaction of the second ohligse ebook, wave vith the opposite surface 

at point a on Figure % The effects duo to friction also cause these 

values to he Incorrect* 

2h order to study this data,' consider the Shock waves one by one* 

The first shock wave is essentially the some case as the single obliges 



cliocli waves tested before, and since tho downstream height >. h^ vas 

taken in the supersonic region before the occurrence of the expansion, 

tho results should bo representative of the actual error involved in 

tho ecology. Figure 12a shows that tho results of tho first set of 

data, for which « 0*50 inches, are poor. Tho results of the second 

end third seta are better, and they indicate that a value of initial 

Froude amber exists which will give almost exact correlation fbr this 

shock wave. Therefore an initial height of 0.25 inches 1B necessary 

to obtain the correct shape, and a flow rate approximately 15-20 

per cent lower than tho calculated value is required to give exact . 

quantitative correlation to the density ratio. Tho above conclusion 

regarding the initial height is further emphasized by the results fbr 

tlio second shock wave which are given in Figure 12b. The initial 

heights for the second shock vaveo were approximately one inch fbr the 

first set of data and approximately one-half inch fbr the second and 

third sets. Bote that each curve has the same chape ©ad approximately 

the same level end that they resemble very closely the curve fbr the 

first set in Figure 12a. This indicates that the height effect is 

present but that it does not appear to increase with height. Tho 

height ratios for the normal portion of the shock wave pattern am 

given in Figure 12c. The results cannot be compared trlth the solid 

line which Is fbr the ideal normal shock wave because of the reasons 

discussed previously concerning the expansion which occurs. In this 

internal region, there Is no vey of comparing tho data with any 

predicted values. As con be seen in Figure 16, the initial shock wave 

was actually a group of waves cad interacted irtth tho lip to form 
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another group* It can uleo 1X5 seen from this photograph that the 

normal portion of tho afcoch vnvo occurs only over about half of the 

duct# Tblo occurs also In air inlets end ia necessary so that tho 

shock ccnileurafcion of tho inlot will remain stable* This configura¬ 

tion !o identical to tha corresponding shock mvo pattern vMob vould 

ho expected for an sir inlet of this type as shewn schematically in 

Figure 5* The total pressure ratios ver© calculated uoins Equation 9 

from Table X end “by no tins that* for sir flov afc these velocities, 

the total temperature do constant* Thus the total pressure ratio Is 

equivalent to the total density ratio* Tha results of these oolculs* 

tions ere given in Figure 13. The solid line represents the calculated 

shock losses for sir using the ideal shock configuration obtained by 
fi 

the Oovatitsch method. The upper dashed lino is obtained by sub#* 

trusting the turning loss duo to stability requirement, vhicfc is 

obtained from Reference 10, from the solid curve* Actually, this could 

only bo dons at the mhrn point of tha curve* The rest of the curve 

vas drawn from this point assuming that the maximum turning loss occurs 

at the maximum point of the curve* The lover dashed curve vas drawn 

in an attempt to include the additional locoes duo to friction and 

turbulence* Since no data vm available to determine those additional 

looses, a value of ten per cent vrn osmzned for purposes of comparison. 

The foot that the curves for the second and third set of data did 

not have the some slope as the predicted curve is perhaps duo to the 

greater effects of the friction losses for tha shallower depths* 

conclusion con be drawn regarding the absolute values of these pressure 

recoveries except that they ore vithin about ten per cent of th3 
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csmcctcd valuoo In air. Too curveo clo, however, predict very nearly 

the optician vedgo angle vhleh chould "bo uoed. 

Figure lb cbouo the threat end subsonic section of the inlet. 

Separation cm 1x3 corn at the interaction of the second chock vave at 

the right-hand veil. In Figure 15, the first check wave con he seen 

reflecting off the lip to flora the second chock wave. She non-ideal 

cave group and the resulting couples: interaction con also he seen in 

this photograph. She canpiote internal Chock vave syotea cm he seen 

in Figure 16. Figure 17 chows the inlet operating hdov the critical 

case flow. In other xjordo, the flow in the mdel duct vac restricted 

to & value lover then the critical nass flow. Shis typo of chock vave 

pattern occurs in the case Banner for the air inlet end lo shown 

cchaoatically in Figure 4* 
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coisLimoH 

The hydraulic analogy as applied to supersonic inlets gives a 

good picture of the flow situation. She numerical results show that 

the analogy predicts the density ratio for a normal chock wave vithin 

10 per cent and fbr oblique Shock wave vithin 4 per cent if an initial 

vater height of 0*85 inches is used* For the more complex geometry 

of the inlet configuration, the results of the comparison of the 

voter height ratio to the air density ratio varied from about 4 per 

cent to about 20 per cent* The total pressure recovery for the cam* 

pleto inlet voa vithln about 10 per cent of expected value fbr each 

case* The major reasons fbr the inaccuracies in the complicated system 

are: errors in the first regions are carried over end produce larger 

errors in the fblloving regions, the ideal vater height vhich gives 

equal uave velocities of \|gh' cannot be maintained vhen successive 

shock vaves are present, end friction effects from the boundary layer 

on the floor een be quite large for large models* 

The hydraulic analogy may be very useful in comparing various 

proposed inlet configuration fbr the purpose of eliminating the worst 

ones before more expensive vind tunnel tests are made. In this 

respect, however, it will be necessary to have a good understanding 

of the errors in the analogy vhich are Involved in each case so that 

a true comparison can be made* 

In conclusion, it can be said that the hydraulic analogy, vhen 

properly used, can be very valuable as an aid towards understanding 

inlet problems and in many cases vlll give usable quasitativo results. 
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LIST 0? KDGCLS 

R 

6 

K 

CP ' 

CV 

h 

P 

? 

P 

T0 

?o 

& 

o 

V 

Vfc 

Vy 

C 

M 

P 

0 

&3C 

ftr 

Specific Gas constant 

Accoleratioa of gravity 

Specific boat ratio 

Specific beat at constant pressure 

Specific beat at constant volvsio 

height of free surface of vater 

Density of air flow 

Static temperature of air flow 

Static pressure of air flow 

total or stagnation temperature 

total or stagnation pressure 

Hedge angle or cone half-englo 

Wave angle 

now velocity : . / 

x*ccmponcnt of velocity 

y-conrconent of velocity 

Velocity of sound 

Mach nuaber 

Proudo nuejber 

Potential Amotion 

Partial derivative of 0 with respect to x 

Partial derivative of 0 vitb respect to j£ 

Second partial derivative of 0 with respect to x 

Second partial derivative of 0 vitb respect to £ 



Temperature) ratio 

Density ratio 

Pressure ratio 

Total pressure recovery 



TABLE! I 

SUMMARY OF ANALOGOUS EQUATIONS FOR T1!E KXORAULIC ABALCCY 

Continuity Equation for Air* 

(1) a(pv«} ; B 0 
Ox Oy 

Continuity Equation for Liquid: 

(2) 3(hvx) + O(hvy) ^ Q 

3x Oy 

Enorgy Equation for Air: 

(3) v2 B 2gCp( T0 - T ) 

Enorgy Sedition for Liquid: 

(4) v2 = 2g( h0 - h ) 

p - density 

vx « x-componont of velocity 

Vy = y-componant of velocity 

h 53 liquid height 

g = acceleration of gravity 

Cp = specific heat 

T0 = total tenperaturo 

T. ~ static temperature 

> ho «.total head . 

h « local liquid height 

Potential Equation for Air: 

Potential Equation for Liquid: 

t* (i —- ^<2V ijt (i -■'ir) * 0 
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SABLE: 1 Continued 

SUMMARY 0? Al'IALOGOUS CPUftTTXES FOR THE HYDRAULIC AHALOGY 

CJIAHS1EIES Bl GAS nm AHALOGOIB QUAHTIPIES XEI 

LIOJID FLOW 

Tenporature Ratios Liquid Height Ratio: 

. -f1 

(T) -fc - [1+ ^(M)aJ 
r 

(8) - [l ♦ i(p)2j 

Pre-ooure Ratios Square of Liquid Height Ratio: 

(9) - lQ [i+ (10) [-1*] “ [1+ 

Deneity Ratios 
' 1 

Liquid Height Ratio:. 

(n) a 

1 ' Po [i+ (12) -§£ «* [l+ |(F)aJ 

Velocity of Sound: Velocity of Surface Waves: 

U3) C «\ praT (ib) c « \jgfcv 

Koch KUsberj Freude Etaaiber; 

(15) M 
y 
e (16) F a —2— pr 

r 
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SUPERSOOTC 
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COMPLETELY INTERNAL COMPRESSION INLET 

FIGURE 2 
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•^VvVvvwvvyv SHOCK WAVES 

FIGURE 4 
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COMPARISON OF THE HEIGHT RATIO ACROSS A NORMAL WAVE Iff 

WATER TO THE DENSITY RATIO ACROSS A NORMAL’. SHQCK WAVE IN AIR 

\ 
FIGURE 7 
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COMPARISON OF HEIGHT RATIO ACROSS AN OBLIQUE WATER WAVE 

TO DENSITY RATIO ACROSS AN OBLIQUE SHOCK WAVE IN AIR 

FIGURE 9 
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I2a 

COMPARISON OF HEIGHT RATIO ACROSS EACH WAVE TO 

DENSITY RATIOS OF IDEAL SHOCK WAVES 

FIGURE 12 
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TOTAL PRESSURE RECOVERIES OBTAINED FRCM HYDRAULIC ANALOGY 

FIGURE 13 
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FIGURE U 
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